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characteristics. Although, less accurate considerations can be
obtained by considering only MD metrics, these results can
provide useful information for dynamically reconfiguring the
system, by correlating the application behavior with
energy/power consumption. Synthetic benchmarks are much
easier to develop, maintain, and use with respect to real
applications. While they replicate some workload
characteristics into a synthetic trace, they are not able to
capture the complexity of a real world application and its
correlation with the energy/power consumption [5].
By selecting proper metrics to characterize applications,
it is possible to determine and predict program phases.
Several studies [7][8] showed that changes in the application
phases (i.e., a portion of the executed code that repeats itself
in time and that is characterized by a similar behavior on the
target architecture) represent the best points where the
platform may try to adapt to the changed application
behavior. Several approaches have been proposed to
discover program phases. Sembrant et al. [8] proposed an
efficient on-line phase detection and classification approach,
based on common features exhibited by modern
microprocessors, such as performance counters. Other works
attempt to automatize, speed up, and to extend the analysis
process to a parallel architecture [7]. Proposed
methodologies are quite general, but rely on hardware
features which are not always available on embedded
systems, and lack of correlation among the discovered
phases and the energy/power consumption measured during
application execution.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First,
we provide the designers with a set of benchmarks (ERA
Benchmark Suite – EBS [14][15]) and ranges where it is
possible to observe the variation of relevant architecture
parameters (issue-width, cache-size, frequency) useful for
exploring the design space of run-time reconfiguration of the
system. Then, we illustrate our methodology for analyzing
the benchmark applications, determining the best appropriate
reconfiguration points, and evaluating the impact on the
platform adaptation. To this end, we give a detailed analysis
of a representative case study to show how to apply the
above knowledge in order to achieve a reduction of dynamic
power. Finally, we show the main results of an extensive
analysis of the reconfiguration potentials that are available in
the EBS benchmark applications.

Abstract—Discovering the most appropriate reconfiguration
instants for improving performance and lowering power
consumption is not a trivial problem. In this paper we show the
benefit in terms of performance gain and power reduction of
the dynamic adaptation (e.g., cache size, clock frequency, and
core issue-width) of an embedded platform, through a design
space exploration campaign, and focusing on a relevant case
study. To this end, we analyze a set of benchmarks belonging
to the embedded application domain with the aim of
illustrating how the appropriate selection of reconfiguration
instants can positively influence system performance and
power consumption. Experimental results using the cjpeg
benchmark show that power consumption can be reduced by
an average of 22%. Our methodology can be used to create a
set of run-time management policies for driving the adaptation
process.
Keywords - reconfigurable
electronics, embedded software
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, high-performance embedded systems
integrate an ever larger number of cores and functionalities
into a single silicon die. In this context, designers must take
into account specific constraints, such as power
consumption, area occupation, security, resiliency, and clock
frequency (e.g., [4][6]). The Embedded Reconfigurable
Architectures (ERA) project [1][13][14][15] aims at
providing a high-performance energy-efficient embedded
architecture, leveraging on the adaptability of the platform to
the specific application features and requests. Run-time
adaptation to the application specifics requires the capability
of discovering points in the execution, where the platform
may try to change its configuration improving performance
and energy efficiency. Benchmark suites have been proposed
to verify the performance of a given architecture with respect
to a specific domain (e.g., [2][3]). Further, benchmark suites
and work-loads analysis represents a starting point from
which discovering the best set of reconfiguration points, and
developing run-time approaches for platform adaptation.
Prior research works characterized benchmark suites
using both microarchitecture– dependent (MD) metrics and
microarchitecture– independent (MI) metrics. In [5], the
authors have analyzed benchmark applications using
different techniques (e.g., trace simulation, statistical
analysis, etc.) with the aim of capturing inherent program
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THE ERA BENCHMARK SUITE
U

further extended in order to detect reconfiguration points at
run-time. Finally, to extractt detailed power measurements
per interval, we modified McPAT
M
tool, so that it can run
repeatedly with different inpputs, but calculate the targeted
architecture only the first tim
me, since this is the most time
consuming part of its executiion. This analysis may guide the
design of a set of policies that allows the programmer to
select among quality-of-servvice (QoS) classes for different
parts of the code, through a sppecific API.

In the context of the ERA project, we havve put together a
set of interesting benchmarks for the embeddded domain (i.e.,
the ERA Benchmark Suite – EBS [14][15]). To this purpose,
we selected representative applications, by choosing a new
generation mobile device as the main scenarrio. Specifically,
the benchmarks include image (cjpeg, djpegg, susan), video
(x.264, mpeg2), and audio (ac3) processing applications, as
well as a security (EC-DS) and a text recognnition (tesseract)
application. All the selected applications are written in
C/C++ language. We compiled all the EBS applications for
the X86_64 ISA (matching the architectuure of the host
simulation machine), with no specific compiller optimizations
(we used the open source gcc compiler). It is worth to
observe that although X86_64 is widely addopted in highperformance architectures, low-power versiions specifically
designed for embedded systems are availaable, such as in
current smartphones and tablet computers (e..g., Intel ATOM
architecture [12]).
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TABLE 1 – Architecture configurattion parameters and their related ranges.

METHODOLOGY

Our methodology aims at discoverring the most
appropriate points where the system can dynaamically change
its configuration, thus gaining in terms of performance or
power reduction. To this purpose, we deepply analyze the
behavior of the target benchmark applicationns. This analysis
requires the ability of measuring several metrics,
m
such as
overall performance (instructions per cycle – IPC), power
consumption, etc. Different metrics can be claassified into two
categories: microarchitecture– dependennt (MD) and
microarchitecture– independent (MI) measurrements. For this
work we chose to deeply analyze applications behavior using
MD metrics, which allow us to simply correelate application
behavior to the power consumption and perrformance of the
platform. Specifically, we considered cachhes, TLBs and
branch predictor miss rates, overall perfo
formance (IPC),
energy and power consumption. For our experiments
e
we
used the COTSon/SimNow simulator, whhich have been
considerably developed in the TERAFLUX project [9][11].
Our workloads present only integer and conttrol instructions,
including memory read and write operations.
o most suitable
Our methodology for the identification of
reconfiguration points exploits an on-line annalysis approach.
The output of the objdump tool allows uss to associate a
compile-time identifier (ID) of functions, looops, and library
code structures (we statically linked all the required libraries
v
program
with the benchmark binary) with their virtual
counter (PC). During simulations all the seleccted MD metrics
are tracked, allowing the construction of a code-structure
vector (CSV) containing the frequency of
o each specific
metric.
mpoint tool, we
Providing these frequency vectors to Sim
are able to detect application phases. By coomparing phases
with other metrics, we can identify potentiall reconfiguration
points for the target architecture. This methhodology can be

Feature

Description

Configuration

Core

X86_64 ISA, inn-order

2-4-8 wide

L1 caches

I/D 16KB each, 2-way, 64B lines,
allocate, WB, siingle-port

–

L2 cache

Unified, 16-wayy, allocate, WB,
single-port

64KB, 128KB,
256KB, 512KB,
1MB

TLBs

I/D 40-entry eacch, 4KB pages

–

Main Mem.

70ns latency

–

Fixed for each run
r

800MHz, 1.1GHz,
1.4GHz, 1.7GHz,
2.0GHz

Clock Freq.

A. Configuration Space Expploration
We considered a large experimental campaign using
different architecture configgurations. Table 1 shows the
range of configurations we coonsidered.
Although in this work we focus on the adaptation of a single
core embedded system, all thhe considerations can be further
extended to include heteroggeneous multi-cores, specialized
accelerators, and a network--on-chip (NoC) communication
infrastructure.

Fig. 1 – Simulation of the cjpeg appplication. The blue dashed line shows
the IPC, while the red line shows thee corresponding power consumption.

To reduce simulation time we
w only modeled processor width
and memory access stalls, but
b not instruction dependences
and resource conflicts. Thiis overstates both performance
increase with processor widdth, and with frequency, as the
model assumes infinite paralllelism in the application, unless
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instruction intervals. Simpoiint simulation confirms that the
three selected instruction inteervals are good candidate points
for the system reconfiguraation. Since these points are
characterized by a sim
milar performance reduction,
irrespective of the system configuration, we decided to
reconfigure the architecture with the aim of lowering its
overall power consumption.

interrupted by cache misses. Although this leads to a nont applications,
perfectly cycle-accurate characterization of the
it gives us a fast and robust way for the understanding
u
of
reconfiguration choices.
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SIMULATION RESULTSS

A. Analysis of a case study
m
we
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our methodology
considered the following case study. Wee analyzed the
simulation results of the cjpeg application ovver the full range
of system configurations (see table 1). Figuure 1 shows the
general behavior of the test case applicatioon running on a
system equipped with a 8-wide superscalar processor, a L2
cache with a size of 1024kB, and running att full speed (i.e.,
2GHz). Blue dashed line represents the IPC values sampled
over the simulation intervals, while the redd line shows the
power consumption in each interval, exppressed in mW.
Detailed analysis of the performance curvve (blue dashed
line) shows the presence of three regions where the IPC
value falls down from an initial value of 1.5 to 0.5, and 1.2.
These three regions can be observed respeectively between
75M and 100M of instructions, between 1000M and 125M of
instructions, and between 175M and 180M of instructions.
Red line shows three inverse power consum
mption peaks in
correspondence of these low performance reggions.

Figure 3 depicts the test case application behavior in terms of
system performance (IPC) and
a power consumption, when
running on the adapted systeem. Whenever the system enters
in one of the three reconfiguuration regions, it automatically
reduces the clock speed to 800MHz,
8
reduces the processor
issue-width to 2, and disablees part of the L2 cache (i.e., the
total size of the L2 cache becomes equal to 64kB). As
expected, the IPC curve still
s
presents low performance
peaks, but power consumpption is greatly reduced. More
precisely, the power connsumption in the candidate
reconfiguration regions decrrease from 425mW to 175mW.
The global power consumpttion reduction is confirmed by
computing the average value for the overall simulation. In
the first case (i.e., fixed configuration with a system
equipped with a 8-wide proocessor, 1024kB L2 cache, and
running at 2GHz), the averagge performance value is IPCavg =
1.19, while the average poweer consumption is Pavg = 530mW.

Similarly, figure 2 shows the application beehavior in terms
of cache misses. The figure is composed off several graphs
presenting the cache misses split in read annd write misses
over the application execution. The analyssis of the plots
clearly shows that read misses are dominaant in this case.
Blue peaks represent the regions in the benchhmark execution
where the performance (IPC) decreases duee to the negative
impact of the cache misses of read operattions. Since the
peaks are not affected by changes in the cachhe configuration,
we can advocate that these regions represent good candidates
for dynamic system reconfiguration.
Fig. 3 – A demonstration of power reduction for the cjpeg application. The
blue dashed line shows the IPC, while the red line shows the corresponding
power consumption.

In the second case, we are
a able to reduce the power
consumption to the average value Pavg= 413mW, or about a
22% reduction, while the perrformance remain in line with an
average value of IPCavg = 1.24. Of course, this analysis
neglects side effects of the reconfiguration, such as in the
case of the L2 cache resize. In the real system, resizing the
cache may imply the need off the system to reload part of the
memory regions that have been evicted after the cache size
reduction. Similarly, we negglected possible impacts of the
operating system in botth performance and power
consumption after run-tim
me reconfiguration. From this
viewpoint, the previous anaalysis allows us to determine a
limit in the performance gain or in the power reduction
associated to the run-time recconfiguration.

Fig. 2 – L2 cache misses for the cjpeg application runnning on a processor
with different issue-width and cache size (clock speed coonstant at 2GHz).

Change in the system configuration, by decreasing the clock
speed, reducing the L2 cache size, and low
wering the issuewidth of the processor, results in a performaance curve with
similar poor performance regions, locatedd in the same
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configuration is beneficial inn terms of performance gain or
power consumption reduction. In this paper we have shown
that these points are present in representative embedded
applications. Analyzing real applications on different system
configurations is possible to determine a limit in the
performance gain and powerr reduction, helping the designer
to optimize the system from a dynamic perspective.

B. Extension to other EBS benchmarks
Benchmark analysis can be further extennded to the other
EBS applications. Due to limited spacce, we present
simulation results for the image processingg (susan), video
processing (mpeg2), audio processing (aac3), and text
recognition (tesseract) applications. Figure 5 presents four
graphs, each of them depicts the average ennergy dissipation
(measured in mJ) over the entire benchmarrk execution for
different system configurations. Each graph shows a general
trend: energy dissipation and execution tim
me (measured in
ms) decrease when the configuration moves from low speed
to high speed clock signals, and when the caache size and the
issue-width increase (i.e., power consumptioon increases). As
stated for the cjpeg application, there are regions in the
applications execution that are not affected by
b configuration
changes (not shown due to space limitatioons). Correlating
this information with the power/energy execuution profiles we
can select appropriate reconfiguration points.
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